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Words and Vocabulary Covered in Lessons One-Five 
Includes Five Review Worksheets 

 

Words  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vocabulary 
 

alone  Lord  saved 
among  loved  seventy 
beside  midnight  shall 
breakfast   might  should 
clear  morning  signal  
dreams  mountain  soul 
friend  music  streams 
green  must   there 
hardly  myself  tower 
lie  never  waters 
lifted  plain  world 
listen  remember   

abroad  someplace far away from home  

afar  a long distance away  

famous  widely known and easily recognized  

lantern  a case you can carry that protects a light; it has 
many clear areas for the light to shine through  

paths  ways that have been taken before  

perish  to no longer live  

shepherd  a person who takes care of sheep  

sights  things you see  

strangest  the most unusual or not normal 

through because of  
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List Two—Day Four 
 

1. seventy 
2. friend 
3. tower 
4. listen  
5. signal  
6. midnight 
7. hardly 
8. lantern—a case you can carry that protects a light; it has many clear areas for  
 the light to shine through  
 
Challenge Word: famous—widely known and easily recognized 
 
Underline the word that is the best antonym (opposite) for the spelling word. 
 
1. listen 

 ignore  hear  mind 
 
2. midnight 

 day  noon  evening 
 
3. tower 

 basement building park 
 
4. hardly 

 few  none  many 
 
5. famous 

 star  favorite unknown 
 
6. friend 

 enemy  buddy  pal 
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List Three—Day Four 
 

1. should 
2. lifted 
3. must  
4. loved 
5. world  
6. saved 
7. might 
8. through—because of  
 
Challenge Word: perish—to no longer live 
 
Find the spelling word by following the directions. For example, if the directions say  
c + bat – b = , you would write down cbat, then take away the b and have the word cat left 
over. 
 
 
1. th + rose - se + ugh =  
 
2. m + crust - cr = 
 
3. sh + would - w = 
 
4. s + pave - p + d =  
 
5. l + if + steep - s - ep + d = 
 
6. sword - s - d + ld =  
 
7. p + very - v - y + dish - d =  
 
8. l + moved - m = 
 
9. m + sight - s = 
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List Five—Day Two 
 

1. there 
2. remember 
3. morning  
4. music 
5. clear  
6. plain 
7. never 
8. sights  
 
Challenge Word: strangest  
 
Choose the correct spelling word for each definition and write it on the line. 
 
1. Pleasant sounds that are sung or made by musical instruments.  ______________ 
  sights  music   clear 
 

2. Things you see.  _______________ 
  strangest plain   sights 
 

3. At a certain place.  _______________ 
  there   never   remember 
 

4. Not at any time; not ever.  _______________ 
  plain  never   music 
 

5.   Surely; without any doubt.  _______________ 
  clear  remember  morning 

6. The most unusual or not normal.  _______________ 
  never  strangest  sights 
 

7. Make something from the past come back into your memory.  _______________ 
  there  remember  plain 
 

8. Without confusion; absolutely.  _______________ 
  sights  strangest  plain 
 

9. The earliest part of the day, technically from midnight to noon.  _____________ 
  remember morning  clear 
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List Five—Day Three 
 

1. there 
2. remember 
3. morning  
4. music 
5. clear  
6. plain 
7. never 
8. sights—things you see  
 
Challenge Word: strangest—the most unusual or not normal 
 
Morse Code is a type of communication. It is most widely used today by amateur radio    
operators, but is still sometimes used to try to get help when someone is lost. Some people 
even use it on text messages because they think it is faster than typing in the text! Let’s use 
some Morse Code to decode the words below. This is International Morse Code and not the 
old American Morse Code, since International is used more today.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    ____   

           --          ---         .-.        -.         ..         -.        --.   
 

2. ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    

   -.         .         …-        .         .-. 
 

3. ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    

  -.-.     .-..        .          .-         .-. 
 

4. ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    ____      

   …         -         .-.        .-         -.         --.        .         …         - 
   

5. ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    ____     

   …        ..          --.      ….            -            … 
 

a b c e g h i l m 
.- -… -.-.  . --. ….  .. .-.. --  

o p r s t u v n 
--- .--.  .-. … - ..- …- -. 

SAMPLE
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Words and Vocabulary Covered in Lessons One-Five 
Includes Five Review Worksheets 

 

Words  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vocabulary 
 

afraid  glowing  purple 
angel   grass  river 
apple  heart  stray 
barking  kept  summer 
certain  light  sunset 
city  little  things 
clothes  manger  thinking 
colors  mouth  white 
cream   night  wings 
every  opens  winter 
flower  people   wrapped  

garden  piece   

blown  hit by passing air  

bright  cheerful; promising  

brightens  makes clearer or causes to shine  

fierce  hostile or savage  

glory  awesomeness; beauty  

ripe  fully grown, as in vegetables or fruits that are 
ready to be harvested  

thief  someone who steals things  

tidings  messages; news  

wanders  moves around without going in any special direction  

wonderful  amazingly good; miraculous  
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List Four—Day Four 
 

1. angel  
2. afraid 
3. people  
4. city 
5. wrapped 
6. clothes 
7. manger 
8. glory—awesomeness; beauty 
 
Challenge Word: tidings—messages; news 
 
Find your spelling words in the puzzle below. When you find a word, write it on one of the 
lines under the puzzle. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

///////////// ///////////// ///////////// 
///////////// ///////////// ///////////// 
///////////// ///////////// ///////////// 
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List Five—Day Four 
1. white 
2. heart 
3. cream  
4. apple 
5. stray  
6. grass 
7. light 
8. blown—hit by passing air  
 
Challenge Word: wanders—moves around without going in any special direction  
 
Unscramble the letters and make your spelling words. Write your spelling words on the lines. 

 
1. drawnse ////////////////// 

2. epalp  ////////////////// 

3. hitlg  ////////////////// 

4. ahret  ////////////////// 

5. atysr  ////////////////// 

6. wolbn  ////////////////// 

7. tiweh  ////////////////// 

8. sgars  ////////////////// 

9. merac  ////////////////// 
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Words and Vocabulary Covered in Lessons One-Five 
Includes Five Review Worksheets 

 

Words  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vocabulary 
 

acting  forgot  shrink 
agreed  found  sign 
altogether  heavy  silent 
become  inches  skill 
believe  indeed  speech 
blessings  lovely  spoken 
break  minutes  storm 
candle  moves  strength 
church  plants  stronger 
closely  possible  voice 
clouds  servant  winner 
drove  shower   

argument  when people talk about something they do not agree on  

gentle  doing something with care  

jackdaw  a common black and gray bird, smaller than a crow  

mercy  kind treatment or forgiveness offered to someone in 
trouble  

neither  not one or the other  

nervous  worried about something  

noticed  paid attention to and became aware of  

occurred  came to mind  

tongue  a part of the mouth used for speaking and eating  

wonders  things that surprise or amaze you  
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List One—Day Four 
 

1. moves 
2. plants 
3. storm 
4. skill 
5. break 
6. clouds 
7. blessings 
8. mercy—kind treatment or forgiveness offered to someone in trouble 
  
Challenge Word: wonders—things that surprise or amaze you  
 
In a dictionary, the words at the top of the page are called guide words. They help you find 
the words you are looking for more quickly. When you look at the guide words at the top of 
the dictionary pages, you know if the word you are looking for is on that page or not. Beside 
each of the words listed below are three sets of possible guide words. Choose the set that is 
the right one for each of your spelling words. 
 
1. mercy   a. mercury merely 
    b. merely merge 
    c. merchant mercury 
 
2. skill   a. sketch  ski 
    b. skiff  skillet 
    c. skillet  skim 
 
3. blessings  a. blemish blender 
    b. blest  blind 
    c. bless  blest 
 
4. plants   a. plank  planner 
    b. plane  plank 
    c. plant   plaque 
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List Four—Day Five 
 

1. believe 
2. voice 
3. sign 
4. become 
5. speech 
6. spoken 
7. servant 
8. neither—not one or the other 
 
Challenge Word: tongue—a part of the mouth used for speaking and eating 
 
Write the word on the line that best rhymes with the word shown. 
 

1. observant /////////////// 
 

2. rung  /////////////// 
 

3. choice  /////////////// 
 

4. achieve /////////////// 
 

5. beach  /////////////// 
 

6. nine  /////////////// 
 

7. broken /////////////// 
 

8. blue gum /////////////// 
 

9. either  /////////////// 

SAMPLE
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Words and Vocabulary Covered in Lessons One-Five 
Includes Five Review Worksheets 

 

Words  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vocabulary 
 

acorn  flew  proudly 
banner  fourth  seasons 
berry  glare  soldiers 
broad  gleaming  sometimes 
brown  greater   streaming 
bursting  lesser  these 
came  merry  two 
darkness  nibbling  watched 
deeper  other  weather 
different  peeping  wider 
drills  pillows  years 
evening  played   

divide  separate one thing from another; separate into parts  

firmament  arched area of the sky  

leaden  made out of lead  

minnows  very small fish  

proof  showing that something is true  

ramparts  types of walls built to protect something  

scarcely  almost none; a very small amount  

sparrows  small birds that usually have brown or gray feathers  

tumbles  falls suddenly, sometimes rolling after the fall  

uniforms  clothing that is made to look the same for everyone in 
a particular group  
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List One—Day Four 
 

1. gleaming   
2. streaming   
3. proudly  
4. broad   
5. bursting   
6. glare  
7. banner  
8. proof—showing that something is true 
 
Challenge Word: ramparts—types of walls built to protect something 
 
Imagine you are playing a word game. You draw ten letter tiles and have to make a word 
from them. Below are shown the ten tiles you have drawn. Use the tiles you need to make a 
spelling word. Write it on the line. (In our game, the extra tiles would be discarded.) The    
instructions tell you how many letters you should use for the word you are to make from your 
tiles. 
 
1. Use 5 tiles.  _______________  
 
 
 
2. Use 5 tiles.  _______________ 
 
 
 
3. Use 9 tiles.  _______________ 
 
 
 
4. Use 5 tiles.  _______________  
 
 
 
5. Use 8 tiles.  _______________  
 

o a s p g o p r k f 

a b s r t o l a k d 

e s a i a t n r m g 

s g l r k e l m q a 

a b n g m l g e c i 

SAMPLE
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List Four—Day Four 
 
1. brown   
2. nibbling   
3. berry  
4. acorn  
5. peeping   
6. merry  
7. weather  
8. tumbles—falls suddenly, sometimes rolling after the fall 
 
Challenge Word: scarcely—almost none; a very small amount 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Use the numbers that are shown under the spaces to find the letters in the chart that you 
need to write your spelling words. Write each letter on the line and you will have all of your 
spelling words written.  
 
 
1. _____  _____  _____  _____  _____   
   13      5      18      18      25 
  
2. _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ 
  20      21      13      2      12      5      19  
 
3. _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____   
  16       5      5      16       9      14      7      
 
4. _____  _____  _____  _____  _____    
   1        3     15      18      14 

a b c d e f g h i j k l m 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

SAMPLE
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/////The/Land/of/Counterpane///// 
/////By/Robert/Louis/Stevenson///// 
 

When/I/was/sick/and/lay/a-bed,/// 
I/had/two/pillows/at/my/head,////// 
And/all/my/toys/beside/me/lay,///// 
To/keep/me/happy/all/the/day.///// 
 

And/sometimes/for/an/hour/or/so// 
I/watched/my/leaden/soldiers/go,/// 
With/different/uniforms/and///////
drills,////////////////////////////////// 
Among/the/bed-clothes,/through///
the/hills;/////////////////////////////// 

SAMPLE
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/////The/Land/of/Counterpane///// 
/////By/Robert/Louis/Stevenson///// 
 

When/I/was/sick/and/lay/a-bed,/// 
I/had/two/pillows/at/my/head,////// 
And/all/my/toys/beside/me/lay,///// 
To/keep/me/happy/all/the/day.///// 
 

And/sometimes/for/an/hour/or/so// 
I/watched/my/leaden/soldiers/go,// 
With/different/uniforms/and//////
drills,////////////////////////////////// 
Among/the/bed-clothes,/through///
the/hills;/////////////////////////////// 

SAMPLE
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////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////// 
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List Five—Day Two 
 

1. watched   
2. sometimes   
3. soldiers  
4. different   
5. two   
6. drills  
7. pillows  
8. uniforms—clothing that is made to look the same for everyone in a particular group 
 
Challenge Word: leaden—made out of lead 
 
When I was sick and lay a-bed, 
I had __________________ __________________ at my head, 
And all my toys beside me lay, 
To keep me happy all the day. 
 
And __________________ for an hour or so 
I __________________ my __________________ __________________ go, 
With __________________ __________________ and __________________. 
Among the bed-clothes, through the hills; 

SAMPLE
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Words and Vocabulary Covered in Lessons One-Five 
Includes Five Review Worksheets 

 

Words  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vocabulary 
 

across  fowl  mouse 
along  groans  noises 
around  herbs  nothing 
backward  image  ought 
beast  judgment  parents 
brink  labor  return 
camp  lamp  roaring 
cattle  leave  scout 
creeping  likeness  starry 
crowds  living  tithe 
follow  loud  undone  

forest  mint   

ado  unnecessary worry or talk about something  

crawl  stay close to the ground when moving from place to place  

creature  a living thing that is created  

forth  out able to be seen  

prowled  quietly and secretly moved through a certain area  

rue  a bitter herb with a strong smell  

solitudes  quiet special places for being alone  

spy  see; notice  

terrible  extremely difficult; very bad  

woe  word that shows grief, worry, or concern  

SAMPLE
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List One—Day Three 
 

1. tithe   
2. ought   
3. mint  
4. undone  
5. judgment   
6. leave  
7. herbs  
8. woe—word that shows grief, worry, or concern 
 
Challenge Word: rue—a bitter herb with a strong smell 
 
Imagine you are playing a word game where you have to spell words with small tiles. Someone 
bumps the board and some of the letters fall off. You have to put the letters back in the 
right places. Fill in the letters in the word game below to make your spelling words. 
 
           m 

      o  r   

            

    u  g  e  t 

            

    d  t   h   

    o e       
            

l     v e        

         s  

SAMPLE
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List Three—Day Five 
 

1. along   
2. around   
3. forest  
4. lamp   
5. camp   
6. parents  
7. follow  
8. spy—see; notice 
 
Challenge Word: crawl—stay close to the ground when moving from place to place 
 
Put each group of words in alphabetical order when you write the words on the lines. 
 
1. follow  crawl  lamp  spy 

////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////// 
2. along  camp  parents forest 

////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////// 
3. crawl  around forest  parents 

////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////// 
4. along  camp  crawl  around 

////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////// 
 

 

SAMPLE
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List Four—Day Three 
 

1. return   
2. roaring   
3. starry  
4. scout   
5. backward   
6. across  
7. brink  
8. prowled—quietly and secretly moved through a certain area 
 

Challenge Word: solitudes—quiet special places for being alone 
 

Choose the word that is spelled correctly for each definition. 

1. Having a lot of stars.  

 stary   starry   steary 

2. The direction opposite of forward.   

 backward  backword  bakward 

3. Over; from one side of something to the other.  

 ackross  across   acros 

4. Making loud growling sounds.   

 rorring  wroaring  roaring 

5. To go back to a place or thing.   

 return   retern   retearn 

6. Edge.   

 brenk   breink   brink 

7. Quiet special places for being alone.  

 solitudes  saulitudes  solitoods 

8.  To get information by searching an area.  

 skout   scout   scowt 

9. Quietly and secretly moved through a certain area.    

 prouled  prowld   prowled 

SAMPLE
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List Five—Day Four 
1. living   
2. image   
3. beast  
4. creeping   
5. cattle   
6. fowl  
7. likeness  
8. forth—out to be able to be seen 
 

Challenge Word: creature—a living thing that is created 
 

Read the words for each question. Write the word on the line that you would find first if you 
were looking in the dictionary. 
 
1. likeness 
 forth 
 creeping    ______________________________  
 
2. image 
 cattle 
 fowl     ______________________________ 
  
3. image 
 creature 
 beast     ______________________________ 
 
4.  fowl 
 image 
 living     ______________________________ 
 
5. living 
 image 
 likeness    ______________________________ 
 
6. likeness 
 forth 
 living     ______________________________ 

SAMPLE
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Words and Vocabulary Covered in Lessons One-Five 
Includes Five Review Worksheets 

 

Words  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vocabulary 
 

build  harbor  syrup 
careful  idle  table 
carpet  kettle  teach 
chains  lean  toil 
choose  orderly  trust 
clash  palaces  understanding 
cocoa  pillar  vessels 
course  purchased  waffles 
direct  slavery  wise 
evil  sofa  yoke 
forbid  stove  youth 
grown  suppers   

castles  large buildings built long ago that had thick walls and high 
towers  

depart  leave without looking back  

forsake  abandon; leave totally alone  

gale  a strong gust of wind  

gentlemen  men who act politely and in the right way toward others  

heritage  history that is passed down  

insist  demand  

pledge  a serious promise  

roam  wander from place to place  

twilight  the time when the day is ending and the night is starting  
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List Three—Day Two 
 

1. wise  
2. lean   
3. understanding  
4. evil     
5. table    
6. direct   
7. trust  
8. depart—leave without looking back 
 
Challenge Word: forsake—abandon; leave totally alone 
 
Write your spelling words in alphabetical order on the lines after the numbers below. After 
you write your words, match them to the definitions by writing the letter of the correct    
definition on the line that is before the number. When you are finished, your answers should 
match the answer key. 
 
_____1.  _________________ a. cause to go in a particular direction 

_____2.  _________________ b. bend or move your weight to one side or the other 

_____3.  _________________ c. leave without looking back 

_____4.  _________________ d. knowing much and using that to make good decisions 

_____5.  _________________ e. belief and confidence in someone or something 

_____6.  _________________ f. abandon; leave totally alone 

_____7.  _________________ g. make sense of something 

_____8.  _________________ h. tablet (old meaning—now thought of as a piece of     
                                        furniture) 
_____9.  _________________ i. very harmful and wicked 

SAMPLE
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List Four—Day Five 
 

1. grown   
2. youth   
3. build  
4. yoke  
5. teach   
6. toil  
7. careful  
8. pledge—a serious promise 
 
Challenge Word: heritage—history that is passed down 
 
Land of our Birth, we _______________ to thee 
Our love and _______________ in the years to be; 
When we are _______________ and take our place 
As men and women with our race. 
 
Father in Heaven who lovest all, 
Oh, help Thy children when they call; 
That they may _______________ from age to age 
An undefiled _______________. 
 
_______________ us to bear the _______________ in _______________, 
With steadfastness and _______________ truth; 
That, in our time, Thy Grace may give 
The Truth whereby the Nations live. 
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List Five—Day Five 
 

1. palaces   
2. sofa   
3. carpet  
4. harbor   
5. vessels   
6. pillar  
7. orderly  
8. roam—wander from place to place 
 
Challenge Word: castles—large buildings built long ago that had thick walls and high towers 
 

Do you like to watch rabbits? Rabbits can really hop far. We are going to do an activity 
where the hopping rabbit will help us to find the letters we need. 
 
For each row of letters below, the instructions will tell you how many letters the rabbit has to 
jump over to get to the next letter of the word. If you jump over the right number of     
letters, each letter you write down will help you spell the spelling word. 
 
              For example, if the spelling word is many, the activity would look like this: 
 
 
 
 
Jump over two letters. 
 
You would jump over the first two letters and write down the “m”. Jump over the next two 
letters and use the “a”. Jump over two letters and use the “n”. Jump over the next two letters 
and use the “y”. Your word would be many. Now it’s your turn! 
 
 
 

 

 

Jump over one letter. 

/////////////////////////////////// 

d h i a f r l b h o k r 

r w m s t a d u n p c y 

SAMPLE
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Review Lists One Through Five 
Worksheet Four 

 

Today, we are going to review more of the spelling words you have been learning. Use the list 
of review words to answer the following questions. 
 
1. lean   
2. understanding  
3. trust 
4. purchased 
5. evil 
6. forbid  
7. teach  
8. harbor   
9. depart 
 

1. Write the four words from the list that have a long “e” sound in them. 
 

////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////// 
 

2. Write the word from the list that starts with the sound a cat makes.  
 

//////////////////////////////////////// 
 

3. Write the two words from the list that have a short “u” sound in them.  
 

//////////////////////////////////////// 
 

4. Write the word that is another name for a place with boats. 
 

//////////////////////////////////////// 
 

5.  Write the word that is another name for not allowing someone to do something. 
 

//////////////////////////////////////// 
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Answer Key 
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List Two—Day Four 
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List Three—Day Two 
 

__c__1.  depart   a. cause to go in a particular direction 

__a__2.  direct   b. bend or move your weight to one side or the other 

__i__3.  evil    c. leave without looking back 

__f__4.  forsake   d. knowing much and using that to make good decisions 

__b__5.  lean   e. belief and confidence in someone or something 

__h__6.  table   f. abandon; leave totally alone 

__e__7.  trust   g. make sense of something 

__g__8.  understanding  h. tablet (old meaning—now thought of as a piece of   
      furniture) 
__d__9.  wise   i. very harmful and wicked 
 

 

 

 

 1.  chains 

2.  clash 

3.  course 

4.  forbid 

5.  gale 

6.  gentlemen 

7.  idle 

8.  purchased 

9.  slavery 
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